STILL AIN’T SATISFIED  by Bonnie Lockhart (original and rewrite)

We’ve made some progress, won some fights, **but I Still Ain’t Satisfied**
Until we all have equal rights, **I Still Ain’t Satisfied**
We’re here today, our numbers rising
Let’s keep it up; keep organizing!
And I still ain’t, woa, they lied (x3) And I Still Ain’t Satisfied

Chorus:  
And I still ain’t, woa, they lied (x3)
And I still ain’t satisfied.

They say it’s a democracy, **but I still ..**
‘Cause look at our economy, **and I still. . .**
   It’s not the par-ty of the hour,
   It’s the Wall Street **gang** that’s got the power  **Chorus**

We’re working hard to fight cutbacks, **but I...**
Until Wells Fargo pays their tax, **and I...**
   If we raise the tax on the very wealthy
   Our safety net would still be healthy  **Chorus**

We’ve got 3 women on the Court, **but I...**
‘Cause that’s about 5 women short, **and I...**
   We’ve had enough of male malarkey
   It’s time to smash the patriarchy  **Chorus**

Abortion still is legal here, **but I...**
‘Cause that might not be true next year, **but I...**
   I’m singin’ about control of my own womb
   And nothing less is gonna change my tune  **Chorus**

They say that drones will save GIs, **but I...**
While kids in Yemen lose their lives, **and I...**
   We don’t want war, we don’t need empire
   Let’s let the dove replace the vampire  **Chorus**